Itinerary

The following itinerary details the cities I will be traveling to in my research. I have included lists of museums I will be reaching out to for interviews with professionals prior to my visit. The exact schedule of my museum visits will be depend on people’s availability for these interviews. Therefore, instead of identifying now the specific museums I will visit and the day I will visit them, I have included the list of possible museums I might visit. The specifics of my itinerary will take shape as I arrange interviews at each location. For this reason, also note that my itinerary and schedule is subject to change.

Also note that my trip originates and concludes at the Seattle-Tacoma airport, as I will need to return home with all of my belongings from my residence hall following the conclusion of my Spring semester on May 5th.

Seattle (5/8):
- Depart from Seattle-Tacoma International Airport on Monday 5/8

London is the capital of the United Kingdom and a center for culture and the arts. It is home to some of the most renowned museums in the world. London and the surrounding area voted overwhelmingly to Remain in the June Referendum. In London I hope to meet with my faculty advisor’s contact at the British Museum.
- Arrive at London Heathrow International Airport on Tuesday 5/9. Check into lodging.
- British Museum
- Natural History Museum
- Tate Modern
- Victoria and Albert Museum
- National Gallery
- National Maritime Museum
- Imperial War Museum

Portsmouth (5/15-5/16):
Portsmouth is a smaller city on the south coast of England. Because Portsmouth voted to Leave in the referendum by a considerable margin, the perspectives of professionals from both national and regional museums in Portsmouth will be of great interest.
- Arrive 5/15 via train
- Portsmouth Museum
- National Museum of the Royal Navy
- D-Day Museum

Oxford (5/16-5/18):
Oxford is a historic city best known for the hosting the University of Oxford. Because of the university, the city hosts a diverse array of fascinating museums. Oxford voted to Remain in the referendum.

- Arrive 5/16 via train
- Oxford Museum of Natural History
- Museum of Oxford
- Museum of the History of Science
- Story Museums
- Ashmolean Museum

**Birmingham (5/18-5/19):**
Birmingham is a major city in England that voted Leave in the referendum by a narrow margin. In Birmingham I hope to meet with one of my faculty advisor’s contacts at the Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery.

- Arrive 5/18 via train
- Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery
- ThinkTank Birmingham Science Museum

**Manchester (5/19-5/21):**
Manchester is a large city in England known for its strong culture and arts scene. It voted overwhelmingly to Remain in the Brexit vote. In Manchester I hope to get in contact with my faculty mentor’s contacts at the Center for Museum Studies and the Manchester Art Gallery.

- Arrive 5/19 via train
- University of Manchester Center for Museum Studies
- Manchester Art Gallery
- Manchester Museum
- People’s History Museum

**Durham (5/21-5/22):**
Durham is a small historic city in North East England. It voted to Leave in the referendum. Durham will be a valuable location for me to visit because I will be able to see how small regional museums will be affected in an area that predominantly voted Leave.

- Arrive 5/21 via train
- Durham Museum and Heritage Center
- Museum of Archaeology
- Oriental Museum

**Edinburgh (5/22-5/25):**
Edinburgh is the capital of Scotland and is renowned for its strong history and culture. Edinburgh offers many diverse varieties of museums. Scotland voted overwhelmingly to Remain in the Brexit vote. In my interviews I will look to see how the reactions of Scottish museums differ from English museums.

- Arrive 5/22 via train
- Museum of Edinburgh
- National Museum of Scotland
- City Art Centre
- The People’s Story Museum
- The Writers’ Museum
- National War Museum

**Glasgow (5/25-5/27)**
Glasgow is the largest city in Scotland that rose to prominence during the Industrial Revolution. As in Edinburgh, I will be looking to see how Scottish museums take on Brexit differ from English museums.

- Arrive 5/25 via train
- Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum
- St. Mungo Museum of Religious Life and Art
- The People’s Palace and Winter Garden
- Gallery of Modern Art

**London (5/27-5/28):**
- Arrive 5/27 via train
- Tie up loose ends
- Travel to London Heathrow on 5/28 for flight home

**Budget**

Seattle-London roundtrip airfare: ~$1000
London AirBNB for 6 nights: ~$480
Portsmouth Air BNB for 1 night: ~$80
Oxford AirBNB for 2 nights: ~$160
Birmingham AirBNB for 1 night: ~$80
Manchester AirBNB for 2 nights: ~$160
Durham AirBNB for 1 night: ~$80
Edinburgh AirBNB for 3 nights: ~$240
Glasgow AirBNB for 2 nights: ~$240
London-Portsmouth train: ~$45
Portsmouth-Oxford train: ~$25
Oxford-Birmingham train: ~$15
Birmingham-Manchester train: ~$15
Manchester-Durham train: ~$25
Durham-Edinburgh train: ~$15
Edinburgh-Glasgow train: ~$15
Glasgow-London train: ~$70
Transportation in London: ~$70
Transportation in Portsmouth: ~$25
Transportation in Oxford: ~$20
Transportation in Birmingham: ~$15
Transportation in Manchester: ~$20
Transportation in Durham: ~$25
Transportation in Edinburgh: ~$25
Transportation in Glasgow: ~$15
London AirBNB for last night: ~$80
Transportation from London train station to airport: ~$15
Food for 3 weeks: ~$1000
Museum and exhibit fees: ~$200
Unexpected costs and emergency fund (for unexpected travel, transportation, lodging): ~$150

Total: $4325